Structural alterations of double-stranded DNA in complex with the adenovirus DNA-binding protein. Implications for its function in DNA replication.
The Adenovirus DNA-binding protein (DBP) binds to single-stranded (ss) DNA as well as to double-stranded (ds) DNA and forms multimeric protein-DNA complexes with both. Gel retardation assays indicate rapid complex formation for both DNAs. DBP rapidly dissociates from dsDNA, indicating a dynamic equilibrium, whereas the ssDNA-DBP complex is much more stable. We investigated the complex between DBP and dsDNA in more detail. Electron microscopical analysis shows thick filament-like and beaded structures in which the length of the DNA is not significantly altered. Cryo-electron micrographs suggest the presence of interwound protein fibres around the DNA. Ligase-mediated cyclization, but not linear multimerization, of DBP-saturated DNA fragments exceeding the persistence length was severely inhibited. This suggests that DNA may be organized by DBP into a rigid structure. Under those conditions, DBP induces distinct changes in the circular dichroism spectrum of the DNA, indicative of structural DNA changes. No bending or twisting of the complex was observed. Hydroxyl radical footprinting showed that the breakdown pattern of DNA at saturating DBP concentrations is much more regular than the protein-free DNA. This suggests the removal of tertiary structures, which may be related to the effects of DBP on enhanced NFI binding and chain elongation during Adenovirus DNA replication. Using purified proteins in an in vitro replication system, we correlate the structural changes with the effects of DBP on enhancement of NFI-binding as well as on DNA replication.